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PART 1:  COMPREHENSIVE EQUALITY POLICY 
 

Section 1:   Introduction 
 
Breckland Council is committed to equality of opportunity and valuing diversity as a service provider and a major employer in the Breckland 
district.   
 
This Comprehensive Equality Policy and Action Plan sets out how we intend to mainstream our pledge to promote equal opportunities 
throughout the authority and how we will achieve Level 3 of the Equality Standard for Local Government by March 2010 – as set out in our 
Business Plan 2008 – 2014. This policy incorporates all the intentions of the Race Equality Scheme, the Disability Equality Scheme, and the 
Gender Equality Scheme.   
 
Everyone has the right to be treated with dignity and respect and we are committed to the elimination of unfair and unlawful discrimination in all 
our policies, procedures and practices to ensure that no member of the public, employee or job applicant will be discriminated against. We also 
recognise that the way we deliver services is vitally important and will strive to uphold the following values: 
 
Accessible Listening and responding to the needs of the people 
Accountable Accepting responsibility for and explaining our decisions 
Democratic Taking decisions in the public interest 
Equality Ensuring that everyone is treated equally and with dignity 
Equitable Being fair in dealing with people and making decisions 
Ethical Acting with integrity 
Open  Telling people about what the Council does 
Sustainable Minimising the adverse effects of our actions 
 
Norfolk Ambition and Breckland’s Sustainable Community Strategy have developed clear links between the priorities of local people, partners 
and the Government, and have provided a strong body of evidence to inform concerted and positive action.  We have brought these priorities 
together in the following themes in our Business Plan: 
 
Building safer and stronger communities 
Building prosperous communities 
A clean and green environment 
An entrepreneurial council 
“Your Council, your services” tailored services for local people 
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Working to support the above priorities, we will strive to promote a sense of community belonging and pride by increasing the percentage of 
people who feel they belong in their neighbourhood, and will ensure all our services are provided in a fair and equitable manner by: 
 

• identifying how all members and staff can contribute to our aims; 

• mainstreaming equalities’ issues consistently throughout the Council; 

• ensuring that we continuously improve our performance on equalities by identifying where improvements are needed and who is 
responsible for carrying them out; 

• monitoring and reviewing our performance to meet our aims and objectives;  

• consulting with key stakeholders to ensure our policies meet their needs; and  

• continue to use our community leadership role to promote and encourage our partners to embrace equality principles. 
 
Section 2: Equality Statement 
 
The Council’s Vision is “to make Breckland a better place with a brighter future”.   We recognise and value diversity and the contribution that 
people from different backgrounds and cultures bring to the development and wellbeing of our district and are committed to principles of equality 
as an employer and service provider to all sections of the community.   
 
Section 3: Equality Aims 
 
The intentions of the Council have been translated into a detailed action plan to: 
 
(E1) improve service provision reflecting the needs of our diverse district resulting in improved satisfaction across all areas and a decrease in 

complaints; 
(E2) provide better access to service and more accessible services; 
(E3) meet all of our legal duties in relation to equal opportunities; 
(E4) have a workforce that is representative of the district;  
(E5) address social, economic and geographical disadvantage; and 
(E6) work in partnership to ensure equalities issues are dealt with effectively across the district. 
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Section 4: Comprehensive Equality Policy 
 
4.1 Background 
 
This Comprehensive Equality Policy complements the existing Equality Statement (see Section 2) which was adopted in 2001 after consultation 
with staff, members and key stakeholders, in response to the requirements for meeting the Equality Standard for Local Government. 
 
The associated Action Plan addresses how this policy will be implemented and incorporates actions identified through the following means: 
 
Legislative requirements 
Previous BVPI requirements 
National Indicators 
Local Indicators (and Local Area Agreement targets) 
Equality Impact Assessments  
Consultation results 
National and regional priorities 
 
4.2 Equality Standard for Local Government 
 
The Equality Standard for local government in England was established in 2001 and revised in 2006 to address six equality strands: age, 
disability, gender, race, religion/belief and sexual orientation.    The original aim was to improve outcomes in employment and service delivery 
through implementing sound performance management practices, and the revised Standard includes a strengthened process of external 
validation and the introduction of an Equality Mark for Local Government.   
 
The Equality Standard provides a way of working within local authorities that makes the mainstreaming of equality into service delivery and 
employment an issue for all aspects of a local authority’s work.  Mainstreaming is defined in the Standard as the integration of equalities into 
policy development, implementation, evaluation and review.   
 
There are five levels of achievement: 
 
Level 1 Commitment to a Comprehensive Equality Policy 
Level 2 Assessment and consultation/participation 
Level 3 Setting equality objectives and targets 
Level 4 Information systems and monitoring against targets 
Level 5 Achieving and reviewing outcomes 
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When an authority reaches Level 3 it will be required to be externally validated and will receive the first level award.  At Level 5 it will be awarded 
the full Equality Mark for Local Government and will undergo a systematic validation every three years. 
 
Since May 2005, the Council has subscribed to E-S@T, an electronic performance management system designed to measure our progress 
through the Equality Standard.  Each service area is assigned its own workbook, which provides an audit trail of any supporting evidence with 
regard to each service area’s progress. In addition, individual service area targets are included in the Service Team Plans and are monitored 
through the Council’s performance management system on a quarterly basis.  Time-based action plans are developed to address any shortfalls 
in performance. In turn, the performance of the organisation is reported to the Overview and Scrutiny Commission. 
 
4.3 Legislation 
 
This policy aims to fulfil the Authority’s statutory obligations under the following Acts: 
 
Employment Equality (Age) Regulations 2006 
Civil Partnerships Act 2004 
Disability Discrimination Acts 1995 and 2005  
Employment Equality (Age) Regulation 2006  
Employment Equality (Religion or Belief) Regulations 2003 
Employment Equality (Sex Discrimination) Regulations 2005  
Employment Equality (Sexual Orientation) Regulations 2003 
Equal Pay Act 1970 (Amended 1984)  
Equality Act 2006  
Equality and Human Rights Commission (formerly Commission for Racial Equality) Race Relations Code of Practice 
Gender Recognition Act 2004  
Human Rights Act 1998 
Protection of Children Act 1999 
Race Relations Act 1976 (Amendment) Regulation 2003  
Race Relations Act 1976 and Amendment 2000 
Racial and Religious Hatred Act 2006  
Sex Discrimination (Gender Reassignment) Regulations 1999 
Sex Discrimination Act 1975 (amended 2003) 
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4.4 Performance Indicators 
 
The Best Value Indicators (BVPIs) and local performance indicators in relation to equalities are as follows: 
 

Performance Indicator Actual Target 

 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/2010 

BVPI 2a 
The level of Equality Standard for the Local 
Government to which the authority conforms in 
respect of gender, race and disability 

2 2 2 2 3 

BVPI 2b 
The duty to promote race equality 

58%  
(target 85%) 

79% 
(target 79%) 

89% 
(target 79%) 

95% 
 

95% 

BVPI 11a 
% Top earners who are women 

28.56% 26.70% 26.3% 27.50% 28.30% 

BVPI 11b 
% Top 5% earners that are from BME communities1 

7.14% 
(target 6.7%) 

5.50% 
(target 13.30%) 

3% 
 

3% 3% 

BVPI 16 
% of employees with disabilities 

3.04% 4.91% 5.30% 5.30% 5.30% 

BVPI 17 
% of local authority employees from BME 
communities compared with the % of economically 
active BME community population in the area 

1.01% (target 
0.9%) 

0.62% (target -
1.2%) 

1.02% 1.02% 1.02% 

BVPI 156 
% of the Council’s buildings open to the public that 
are fully accessible 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

BVPI 174 
The number of racial incidents reported to the local 
authority, and subsequently recorded per 100,000 
population 

44.662 (target 
0) 

0 (target 45) 0 0 0 

BVPI 175 
% of racial incidents reported to the local authority 
that resulted in further action 

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

 

                                                           
1
 Change of definition during 2005/06.  Realistic baseline targets established during 2006/07. 
2
 Due to incorrect interpretation of BVPI during05/06.  Reporting system since established and supported by racial incidents training 
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From April 2008 local authorities will no longer have to report performance against BVPIs. We will, however, keep the majority of those listed as 
local indicators in either future Annual Delivery Plans or Service Team Plans. 
 
The BVPIs will be replaced by a single set of 198 National Indicators, representing what Government believes should be the national priorities for 
local government.  The national indicator set will be the only measures on which central government will performance manage outcomes 
delivered by local government working alone or in partnerships. 
 
For District Councils, a reduced set of 64 Indicators selected from the National Indicators will be used to measure performance.  The Council will 
be responsible for many other services and activities valued by local people; these are not directly reflected in the national indicator set. It does 
not mean those activities should stop.  Instead, where previously the performance in these areas was measured against targets outlined earlier, 
the commitment to work in areas such as equalities will in future be reflected in the views of its citizens captured through the new Place Survey. 
 
4.5 Policy aim 
 
The aim of this policy is to mainstream equality and diversity issues into service planning and delivery activities, through sustained leadership, 
support and challenge.   
 
4.6 Scope 
 
This policy applies to: 
 
Service users 
Elected members 
Council employees and potential employees 
Seconded employees, volunteers, temporary employees, contractors and sub-contractors 
Partners 
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4.7 Accountability  
 
Accountability for the implementation of this policy is summarised as follows: 
 

Chief Executive Overall responsibility for ensuring this policy is consistently applied through the authority.   

Corporate Management Team  Corporate management decisions and personal objectives must reflect equality commitment. 

Elected Members Overall responsibility for the direction, adoption and scrutiny of this policy.  Compliance with this policy 
and the Members’ Code of Conduct. 

Overview and Scrutiny Commission Responsibility for the monitoring and review of progress of this policy (with active progress monitoring 
by the Policy Development & Review Panels of the action plan). 

Service Managers Responsible for the delivery of the Action Plan and promotion of equalities within their respective 
portfolios. Assessing and monitoring those functions or policies that are of relevance to equalities 
(using EQIAs); to take appropriate action where adverse impact is identified; and to identify any 
training needs. 

All Staff Compliance with this policy and delivery of relevant actions. 

Contractors, partners and those 
providing services on behalf of and to 
the Council 

Compliance with this policy. 

 
This policy has been built into our performance management system and induction training programmes to ensure that all members and staff 
take responsibility for its implementation, including undertaking appropriate training to keep up to date with equality issues. 
 
The following actions by employees may lead to disciplinary action: 
 
Harassment or bullying (see Harassment and Bullying Prevention policy); 
Discrimination against fellow employees, job applicants, or service recipients on grounds that cannot be justified; 
Persuading, or trying to persuade, other employees, unions or management to discriminate unfairly; 
Victimising individuals who have made allegations about discrimination or who have provided information about such discrimination; and/or 
Any incident which is deemed to be racist (see Racist Incidents Reporting Procedures). 
 
4.8  Reviewing this policy and publishing results 
 

The Overview and Scrutiny Commission monitors and reviews this policy every three years as well as progress with the associated Action Plan 
every year.  Revisions are published via the most appropriate means.  
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4.9  Consultation and communication 
 
The Council consults people who are likely to be affected by proposed policies and review and revise policies in the light of consultation.  We use 
a variety of methods for consulting and communicating: 
 

• outreach work  

• appropriate third parties 

• public and other meetings 

• the Council’s website 

• Citizens’ Panel surveys 

• staff surveys 

• community magazine, ‘VOICE’ 
 

• leaflets 

• staff newsletter, ‘Staggered’  

• press releases 

• through the LSP and partner agencies 

• through ward members 

• through other partners and external stakeholders 

• and through our Community Liaison Officer 
 

We look for local communities to play a key role in all areas of our work and therefore ask our service users and providers for their views on the 
best approach to gaining meaningful information through consultation on equalities issues.  Particular emphasis is placed on meaningful 
engagement with ‘hard to reach’ groups by targeting areas traditional survey methods don’t meet, such as focus groups and providing 
information on request in accessible formats (e.g. in languages other than English, tapes and large type for the blind and partially sighted, and 
electronic communications). Equally important is a need to communicate information clearly and effectively internally throughout the organisation, 
including staff meetings, electronic e-mail, posters and leaflets.   
 
All consultation will follow the principles and guidelines as set out in the Council’s Consultation Strategy and the results are published via the 
most appropriate means. 
 
4.10 Training and development 
 
Effective communication and training is key to the successful implementation of this policy and Action Plan.  We are committed to the 
development of an equalities training plan for all our employees and elected members to mainstream equalities throughout the authority.  All 
members and staff are required to participate in equalities training to raise awareness of equality issues.  
 
The on-going training plan will comprise the following timetabled actions, and is part of the overall Action Plan: 
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• All new and existing members and staff will successfully complete the Council’s General Equalities Training Programme and any training 
requirements identified from new equalities’ legislation 

• All officers with managerial responsibilities will undertake the Council’s Recruitment and Selection Training 

• All managers responsible for delivering the functions identified in Appendix 1 will undertake training in the provision of the Race Relations 
(amendment) Act 2000 and the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 

 
4.11  Public access to information and services 
 
This policy sets out how we intend to create an environment of better communication by identifying the information and service needs of the local 
population.  We continuously review all aspects of public access ensuring electronic access to information and services is broadened to the 
benefit of a large number of previously unaware users and make information more accessible to non-English speaking residents. 
 
4.12 Suggestions and feedback 
 
This policy is available on our website:  www.breckland.gov.uk. We welcome feedback on any aspect of Breckland Council’s functions and 
policies. If you have experienced a problem with our service delivery or staff, including services delivered under contract arrangements, and 
believe there to be a dimension of discrimination, please contact the Corporate Policy Team at the Council’s offices at 
equalities@breckland.gov.uk, telephone (01362) 656870.  Employees should contact their line manager in the first instance or their Director. 
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SECTION FIVE:  BRECKLAND COUNCIL’S EQUALITY STANDARDS 
 
This policy and Action Plan will enable us to meet a set of equality standards, which in turn support the values, aims and priorities of our 
Business Plan.  All staff will: 
 

• listen to the needs of all people visitors and residents and will respond to them accordingly; 

• actively encourage people who receive our services to participate in decision making and shape future service delivery; 

• treat everyone fairly and with dignity; 

• provide, where possible, information about our services in alternative formats and different languages, at the appropriate time; 

• follow our racist incidents reporting procedures for all incidents, witnessed or experienced which are perceived to be racist by the victim or 
any other person; 

• positively demonstrate and promote equality of opportunity in all relevant areas of our work; 

• identify and remove any policies and practices which may have an adverse impact on any person due to their race, age, gender, disability, 
sexual orientation and/or religion/belief; 

• take positive action to support disabled people throughout the whole of our recruitment and selection processes (we will guarantee an 
interview to candidates who meet the Disability Discrimination Act definition of disability and also meet the essential criteria for a post, and 
we will provide any reasonable adjustments needed for interview); 

• include contact details on all public documents; 

• treat all complaints with equal weight and respond to them promptly through the Council’s Compliments and Complaints procedure; 

• deal with any bullying or harassment in the workplace in a serious, sensitive and confidential manner through our Harassment and 
Bullying Prevention  and Grievance procedures so that such incidences are resolved as quickly as possible for all concerned; and 

• follow our Child Protection Policy and procedures for the employment of people working in situations where children are vulnerable. 
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SECTION SIX:  SERVICE DELIVERY, COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP AND EMPLOYMENT 
 
6.1 Service Delivery 
 
We are committed to the principles of equality as a service provider to all sections of the community and aim to ensure that the services we 
deliver are provided in a fair and equitable manner.  Equality Impact Assessments (EQIAs) are used to identify how closely the needs and 
requirements of our community are being met by our policies and practices and the work we do with other agencies, the voluntary and 
community sector and disabled people.   
 
All of our functions have been assessed for their relevance to equality (see Appendix 1), and a programme of Equality Impact Assessments 
(EQIAs) is underway.   EQIAs assist us in implementing our Race Equality Scheme, Disability Equality Scheme and Gender Equality Scheme 
and ensure compliance with this policy.  
 
When an EQIA identifies a policy or procedure as having potentially or actually having an adverse impact on anyone due to their race, age, 
disability, gender, sexual orientation and/or faith/belief, the policy or procedure is reviewed and revised where appropriate.  This could include the 
need to collect further data to confirm the adverse impact and, if so, to take positive action to remove or reduce the cause of the adverse impact.  
These actions are added to the Equality Action Plan and progress will be monitored through the Council’s performance management system. 
The results of these assessments and any subsequent consultation and monitoring are provided on the Council’s website and intranet.   
 
We encourage all our partners to incorporate equality and diversity principles in our joint ventures.  These principles are taken into account when 
we select contractors and we evaluate and monitor their performance accordingly.  All procurement activity is undertaken to the highest 
standards of ethics and probity. We insist on ethical standards from our suppliers and in turn we exhibit the highest ethical standards. As outlined 
in our Procurement Strategy, officers and members must not only be fair and above board in all business dealings, but should also avoid any 
contract that is capable of having an adverse interpretation put on it.  At the time of developing this Comprehensive Equality Policy, the Council 
was also working to integrate equality and diversity into procurement by developing guidance for contracting, procuring, supplying goods and 
responding to tender information. 
 
6.2 Community Leadership  
 
Breckland Local Strategic Partnership provides external accountability of this policy and the Equality Action Plan by developing the equality 
planning process for the district and participating in service design, delivery and scrutiny using their local knowledge, and disseminating 
information and using their combined resources to tackle disadvantage experienced by minority groups. 
 
Breckland Council takes an active role in partnerships to achieve community cohesion in Breckland.  The diversity of people’s backgrounds is 
valued and we seek to promote a sense of community belonging and pride.  Together, we aim to provide a socially cohesive community free 
from harassment, violence and crime.  We also encourage partnering organisations to promote equalities, and where legal obligations exist, 
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ensure that duties are built into agreements or contracts.  Where no legal obligation exists, we request from contractors and partners, a policy or 
statement with regard to the promotion of equalities.  When partnered with other organisations, whether or not they are legally bound by the 
duties, we monitor their compliance with our legal duties. 
 
Staff, members, the public, the Norfolk & Norwich Race Equality Council and the Breckland Local Strategic Partnership were consulted during 
the development and revision of this policy.   
 
6.3 Employment 
 
Breckland Council, as a major employer in the area, wholeheartedly supports the principle of equal opportunities in employment and opposes all 
forms of unlawful or unfair discrimination on the grounds of gender, race, religion, sexuality, age or disability.  This concerns all matters directly or 
indirectly related to employment affecting individuals or groups whether they are actual or potential employees. 
 
We believe that it is the Council’s best interests, and those of all who work in it, to ensure that the human resources, talents and skills available 
throughout the community are considered when employment opportunities arise. 
 
Every possible step is taken to ensure that individuals are treated fairly and that decisions on recruitment, selection, training, promotion, career 
development and employee relations matters [including discipline] are based solely on objective and job related criteria.  Our aim is for our 
workforce to reflect the diversity of the population in the district and actively encourage applications from those sections of the community who 
are currently under-represented in the workforce.   
 
We ensure that all practices and procedures reflect current best practice and are effective in preventing discrimination and disadvantage, and 
have in place the following policies and procedures in relation to equal opportunities in employment: 
 
Harassment and Bullying Prevention 
Maternity, Paternity and Adoption 
Pay Scheme 
Recruitment 
Redeployment 
 
In March 2006, all of these policies and procedures were revised to promote equality of opportunity and the Harassment and Bullying Prevention 
Policy was developed to ensure any reports of incidents of harassment and bullying on racist grounds are dealt with seriously and confidentially 
and are resolved as quickly as possible for all concerned. 
 
All staff and members are obliged to undergo general equalities’ awareness training (including race relations) via a training workbook, “Grass 
Roots”, and are tested online or by telephone on their knowledge and awareness on completion of the workbook.  They also receive training to 
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ensure they have relevant knowledge of the general and specific duties under the Race Relations (Amendment) Act 2000 and the Disability 
Discrimination Act 2005, in addition to racist incidents training which is delivered in partnership with Norfolk Constabulary.  
 
The Council’s Human Resources section collects and monitors information about the ethnic background of staff and applicants for employment, 
training and promotion arrangements as follows: 
 

o Number of staff in post  
o Applicants for employment  
o Staff who receive training 
o Applicants for promotion  
o Employees who benefit or suffer detriment as a result of Breckland Council performance assessment procedures 
o Staff involved in grievance procedures  
o Staff subject to disciplinary procedures  
o Staff who cease employment with the Council  
 

Our employment application form has been amended to collect information about promotional opportunities for internal candidates, and we 
publish the results of employment monitoring in our Best Value Performance Plan.  As a responsible employer, we ensure that privacy is not 
compromised when monitoring and reporting on grievance, discipline, dismissal or other reasons for leaving which would otherwise cause a 
barrier when reporting on matters of this nature. 
 
An Equal Pay Review was carried out in 2007 and recommendations for improvement were identified and implemented accordingly. 
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PART TWO:  OUR EQUALITY ACTION PLAN 2008-2010 
 
We have established a corporate commitment to build equality into each service area via the Equality Standard; the Council has achieved Level 
1 of the Equality Standard in 2004/05, Level 2 in 2006/07, and aims to meet Level 3 by the end of March 2010.  No targets have yet been set for 
Levels 4 or 5.  In addition to this, the Race Relations Act (2000), Disability Discrimination Act (2005) and Equality Act (2006) give the Council a 
statutory duty to publish separate Race (2008), Gender (2007) and Disability (2006) equality schemes with corresponding action plans. These 
have all been amalgamated into the following action plan which will help the authority deliver the approved Disability, Gender and Race Equality 
Schemes and achieve Level 3 of the Equality Standard by 31 March 2010. 
 
All actions will have audit trails to show the outcomes of the action that has been completed.  

     
Ref: CEP = Actions to meet Comprehensive Equality Policy 

Eq St 2 = Actions to meet Equality Standard Level 2 
Eq St 3 = Actions to meet Equality Standard Level 3 
DES = Disability Equality Scheme 
GES = Gender Equality Scheme 

 

 

Ref 
 

Action 
 

Service Area Responsibility 
 

Equality 
Strand 

 
Date for 

completion 
of action 

CEP Re-evaluate continued compliance with Level 2 and make progress 
towards achieving Level 3 by March 2010 (using e-s@t)  

Policy & Performance All 2008-9 

CEP Implement ongoing programme of Equality Impact Assessments to 
meet the Council’s commitment to consult and improve on 
equalities 

Policy & Performance All 2009 -10 

CEP Provide  relevant training to staff and Members re; Grass Roots, 
Race Hate Crime and 3rd Party reporting, EQIA, General and 
Specific duties of the Race, Disability and Gender Equality 
Schemes to raise awareness of equalities’ issues throughout the 
authority regarding reporting and protecting BME communities from 
racist incidents and our compliance with regulations 

Policy & Performance 
Human Resources 

Democratic Services 

All Ongoing 

CEP Improve  monitoring of service delivery and employment areas to 
inform service delivery and employment practices 

Marketing  & 
Communications Team and 

Human Resources 

All Ongoing 
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CEP Contribute to the targets agreed in the Norfolk County Partnership 
Disability Equality Scheme 2007-09 to develop high quality 
services responsive to the needs of disabled people 

Policy & Performance Disability 2008-9 

CEP Review, action and monitor the Disability Equality Scheme, Race 
Equality Scheme and Gender Equality Scheme as per the Race, 
Gender and Disability Discrimination Acts 

Policy & Performance All Ongoing 

CEP Work towards achieving BVP/NI targets in ADP’s and STP’s to 
achieve the Council’s equality objectives and Equality Standard 
requirements  

All Service Areas All Ongoing 

CEP Contribute to any targets identified from the LSP Social Inclusion 
Strategy in relation to equalities to make Breckland a socially 
cohesive community 

LSP All 2008-9 

CEP Work towards fully inclusive public involvement (Comprehensive 
Engagement Strategy)  

Marketing  & 
Communications Team 

All 2008-9 

CEP Take an active role in partnership:  Community Cohesion Strategic 
Group, Community Cohesion Network, Migrant Worker Support 
Group, Crime and Disorder Reduction Partnership  

Relevant officers All Ongoing 

CEP Monitor % of job applicants v appointees to in relation to race, 
gender, age, and disability to ensure equal opportunity for all 
applicants seeking work with the Council 

Human Resources 

 

Race 
Gender 

Age 
Disability 

Ongoing 

CEP Hold focus groups of employees to identify any outstanding 
equality issues to develop good equality practice in employment 
within the Council 

Human Resources All 2009-10 

CEP Review the use of the ‘two ticks’ disability symbol to ascertain 
whether this is still required in addition to our equalities policy  

Human Resources 
 

Disability 2008-9 

CEP Provide information in a range of appropriate formats as request to 
ensure equality of opportunity for access to all members of the 
community for the Council’s services and benefits 

Marketing & 
Communications Team 

All Ongoing 

CEP Undertake staff survey to establish data for current issues and 
identify trends to develop best practice in our employment practices 

Policy & Performance All Ongoing 

Eq St 2 
2.1.1 

Publish draft Corporate Equality Scheme to deliver the authority 
Comprehensive Equality Policy and statutory equality schemes 

Policy & Performance All 2008-9 
(May) 

Eq St 2 
2.1.5 

Develop a corporate mechanism for assessing the development of 
service level equality objectives and targets 

Policy & Performance 
 

All 2008-9 
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2.1.6 Create a corporate structure for overseeing development of 
information and monitoring systems 

All Service Areas 
(Corporate and individual 

data collection) 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.1.7 

Develop a corporate framework for equality consultation and 
guidance on consultation methods to be adopted within the 
authority 

All Service Areas 
(Corporate Consultation 
and individual Team Area 

Consultation) 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.2.1 

Ensure that draft Corporate Equality Scheme has been circulated 
to designated community, staff and stakeholder groups with 
consultation timetable and is published in an appropriate range of 
languages and formats 

Policy & Performance 
 

All 2008-9 
(May) 

Eq St 2 
2.2.2 

Review equality content of all community strategies (LAAs etc) Policy & Performance and 
Local Strategic Partnership 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.2.3 

Involve designated community, staff and stakeholder groups and 
the wider community on Policy & Performance 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.2.4 

Involve members, employee representatives, department and 
service managers on impact assessments and all aspects of the 
Corporate Equality Scheme 

Policy & Performance 
 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.2.5 

Each department and service area to involve designated 
community, staff and stakeholder groups on its equality impact 
assessments and its service delivery 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.2.6 

Each department and service area to engage community 
stakeholders through scrutiny of service delivery 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.2.7 

Seek to ensure that the corporate equality policy and objectives are 
incorporated in partnership and contractual arrangements engaged 
in by the authority 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.3.1 

Complete prioritised department and service area impact 
assessments as a basis for the development of equality objectives 
and targets 

All Service Areas with High 
Priority EQIA’s 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.3.2 

Begin development of department and service area equality 
objectives and targets 

All Service Areas 
 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.3.3 

Review of services should include the procurement function and all 
contracted services and partnership arrangements 

Procurement and all 
Service Areas 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.3.4 

Each department and service area to establish planning groups for 
monitoring and information systems 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 
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Eq St 2 
2.4.2 

Engage in employment equality assessment of the local labour 
market 

Human Resources All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.4.4 

Adopt a Local Government Workforce Strategy Human Resources All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.4.7 

Review personnel information system for monitoring suitability 
including supporting the council statutory monitoring duties 

Human Resources All 2008-9 

Eq St 2 
2.4.8 

Develop a programme of equality training to support the Corporate 
Equality Scheme and departmental service objectives 

Policy & Performance All Ongoing 

Eq St 2 
2.4.9 

Ensure that the training programme is consistent with the training 
arrangements in the council statutory equality schemes 

Policy & Performance All Ongoing 

Eq St 2 
2.4.10 

Make all employment procedures consistent with current legislation 
and employment Codes of Practice 

Human Resources All Ongoing 

Eq St 3 
3.1.1 

Ensure consistency of Corporate Equality Scheme with statutory 
equality schemes 

Policy & Performance All Ongoing 

Eq St 3 
3.1.3 

Ensure that all departments and service areas set targets based on 
equality objectives devised through completed impact assessments 
and participation of designated community, staff and stakeholder 
groups  

Policy & Performance All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.1.4 

Equality objectives and targets for sexual orientation, age, religion 
and belief to be set by March 2009 

Policy & Performance 
 

Sexual 
Orientation, 
Religious 

Faith/Beliefs 
& Age 

2008-9 
(March) 

Eq St 3 
3.1.5 

Establish corporate guidelines for information gathering and 
equality monitoring 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.1.6 

Seek agreement on equality targets with designated community 
stakeholders and local partners 

All Service Areas All 2009-10 

Eq St 3 
3.1.7 

Establish mechanisms for ensuring that equality targets are 
delivered by contractors through contract management 

Procurement 
 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.1.8 

Ensure completion of equality action plans at department and 
service level incorporating performance indicators 

Performance 
 

All 2009-10 

Eq St 3 
3.1.9 

Adopt where appropriate national targets/performance indicators 
as prescribed by Government departments or by the Audit 
Commission 

Performance 
 

All Ongoing 

Eq St 3 Implement systems for reviewing progress and revising the Policy & Performance All 2008-9 
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3.1.10 Corporate Equality Scheme and departmental action plans  

Eq St 3 
3.1.11 

Members and senior officers to endorse action plans as 
appropriate 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 
Ongoing 

Eq St 3 
3.1.12 

Link action planning to performance management and Best Value 
processes 

Performance 
 

All 2008-9 
Ongoing 

Eq St 3 
3.1.13 

Ensure that action on achieving targets has started All Service Areas All 2008-9 
Ongoing 

Eq St 3 
3.1.14 

Ensure that progress has been verified through self-assessment, 
scrutiny and audit and have been validated externally through an 
accredited assessor 

All Service Areas All 2009-10 

Eq St 3 
3.2.1 

Develop a strategy for all designated community, staff and 
stakeholder groups to participate in the development of equality 
objectives, service design and employment practice 

All Service Areas All 2009-10 

Eq St 3 
3.2.2 

Make all service level and employment objectives and targets 
available for consultation and scrutiny  

All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.2.3 

Make provision of language services appropriate to designated 
consultation and scrutiny groups 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.2.4 

Consultation is systematically built into equality impact 
assessment, self-assessment and the equality planning process 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.2.5 

Involve designated community, staff and stakeholder groups with 
scrutiny procedures 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 
ongoing 

Eq St 3 
3.2.6 

Consultation on equality to be linked with the continuing 
development of community strategies 

Local Strategic Partnership All 2008-9 
ongoing 

Eq St 3 
3.2.7 

Publicise how, where and when action on targets will start Communication, 
Democratic and Legal 

Services 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.3.1 

Equality objectives and targets developed within each 
department/service area for race, gender and disability based on 
completed impact assessments 

All Service Areas Race, 
Gender & 
Disability 

2007-8 
ongoing 

Eq St 3 
3.3.2 

Equality objectives and targets developed within each 
department/service area for sexual orientation, religion and belief 
and age by March 2009 

All Service Areas Sexual 
Orientation, 
Religious 

Faith/Beliefs 
& Age 

2008-9 
(March) 

Eq St 3 Service plans to specifically address the importance of barriers, All Service Areas All 2009-10 
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3.3.3 accessibility and reasonable adjustment in the provision of services 

Eq St 3 
3.3.4 

Allocation of appropriate resources to achieve targets All Service Areas All 2007-8 
ongoing 

Eq St 3 
3.3.5 

Establish structures of responsibility at departmental and service 
level to progress action plans 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.3.6 

Set timetable within action plans for creating/adapting information 
and monitoring systems within service areas 

All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.3.7 

For agencies delivering services on behalf of the local authority, 
include within contracts a requirement to deliver an effective and 
appropriate service, fairly and without unlawful discrimination 

Procurement 
 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.3.8 

Establish monitoring of contracts to secure equal employment and 
equal service delivery targets 

Procurement 
 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.3.9 

Start action on departmental and service area targets All Service Areas All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.4.1 

Set employment equality targets for recruitment, staff retention, 
work force profiles for race, gender and disability 

Human Resources Race, 
Gender & 
Disability 

 

Eq St 3 
3.4.2 

Set employment equality targets for work force profiles for sexual 
orientation, religion or belief and age according to available data 

Human Resources Sexual 
Orientation, 
Religious 

Faith/Beliefs 
& Age 

2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.4.4 

Establish that policies and procedures associated with equality are 
part of staff handbook and are understood by staff  

Human Resources All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.4.5 

Establish a system of guidance and training on relevant equality 
issues to short-listing panels and interviewers 

Policy & Performance 
 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.4.6 

Ensure that staff and members are aware of action plans and the 
implications for services and employment 

Policy & Performance 
 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.4.7 

Provide training for managers on the implementation of the 
Standard with contractors and partners 

Procurement & Policy & 
Performance 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.4.8 

Appraise competency/behaviours to ensure that managers and 
staff are capable of implementing the Equality Standard, including 
the new strands of sexual orientation, religion or belief and age 

Human Resources All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.4.9 

Provide training for all staff on the detailed implementation of the 
Equality Standard including action plans and updates on legal and 

Policy & Performance and 
Legal Department 

All 2008-9 
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other developments 

Eq St 3 
3.4.10 

Ensure that Local Government Workforce Strategies address 
equality issues 

Human Resources All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.4.11 

Build equality objectives and targets into management appraisal 
mechanisms 

Human Resources All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.4.12 

Provide information and appropriate training on action plans to 
support scrutiny process 

Policy & Performance and 
Democratic Services 

All 2008-9 

Eq St 3 
3.4.13 

Start action on all employment and pay targets Human Resources All 2008-9 

DES Full consultation with disabled people on the drafting of the Choice 
Based Letting Scheme for the needs of disabled people to be taken 
into consideration in the allocation of social housing 

Housing Disability 2008-9 

DES Incorporate results of consultation with the Physical and Sensory 
Disability Client Group under Supporting People in the 
development of a housing and housing support strategy for new 
and existing housing services. 
A housing and housing support strategy incorporating the needs of 
the physical and sensory disability client group 

Housing Disability 2008-9 

DES For all new housing schemes in the market towns (of a suitable 
size and nature to trigger an affordable housing contribution), the 
Council will seek at least 1 wheelchair bungalow as new provision 
to Increase accessible affordable housing for disabled people 

Housing Disability January 
2007 

onwards. 

DES All appropriate services within the Council will encourage, provide 
information to, and facilitate access to funding, to enable disabled 
people to develop community projects by available funding streams 
and other advice on how to develop community projects will be 
provided on request 

Cultural Services Disability March 2008.  
Action 

planning 
April 2007 
onwards. 

DES Improve advertising procedures for the recruitment of disabled 
people to enable more disabled people to apply for and be 
successful in gaining employment with the Council. 

Human Resources 
 

Disability Reviewed 
annually 

(September 
2007 

onwards). 

DES Employment procedures to be reviewed and updated in-line with 
legislation so that there are be no barriers to employment within the 
Council 

Human Resources 
 

Disability Ongoing 
Rolling 

basis – in 
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line with 
legislation. 

DES Develop a positive action strategy for the recruitment of disabled 
people and for Staff who acquire disabilities during employment will 
be supported back into employment within the authority. 

Human Resources 
 

Disability 2008-9 

DES Establish a realistic central budget for workplace aids, adaptations 
and equipment. to enable staff who require such services to 
receive them quickly, ideally prior to starting or returning to work. 

Human Resources 
Policy & Performance 

 

Disability 2008-9 

DES Provide mandatory training on disability issues for all staff involved 
in the recruitment process to enable them to be aware of disability 
issues and able to support candidates/new employees with 
disabilities. 

Human Resources 
Policy & Performance 

Disability Ongoing 
 

DES Develop and circulate reliable information on disabled people 
within Breckland to gain accurate information on the numbers of 
disabled people in the district, including a summary of the range of 
disabilities and ideas on best practice for catering for the needs of 
disabled people. 

Policy & Performance Disability 2008-9 

DES Ensure that there is a group of disabled people who are actively 
engaged and consulted on services provided by the Council that 
may have an impact on disabled people for better engagement with 
disabled people when reviewing/monitoring services.   

Policy & Performance Disability Ongoing. 

DES Ensure that all staff know how and where to access communication 
in a range of formats in order to respond to customer requests for 
information in various methods quickly and easily 

Policy & Performance Disability Ongoing. 

DES Ensure that provision is made for effective communication in 
meetings, training events etc so that Members of the public and 
staff with disabilities will be able to take a full and active part in all 
meetings/events organised by the Council. 

Policy & Performance and 
all Service Areas 

Disability Ongoing 

DES Provide 4 advice sessions to promote and encourage take up of 
benefit for hard to reach groups to increase take up and improve 
understanding of Housing and Council Tax benefits. 

Anglia Revenues 
Partnership 

Disability Annually 
(December). 

GES Carry out Equal Pay Review, identify actions and devise action 
plan so that there is no discrimination in pay doing the same job 
against either sex (including transsexuals)  
Phase 1 = Completed 

Human Resources Gender 2008-9 
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Phase 2 = 2008-9 
Phase 3 = 2009-10 

GES Identify actions from the Equal Pay Review and devise action plan Human Resources 

 

Gender Ongoing 

GES Measure % of applicants v appointees to monitor take up of the 
equality strands (race, gender, age, disability) 

Human Resources 

 

Gender 2007-08 
and 

ongoing 
(Annually 

31 
December) 

GES Hold focus groups of employees to identify any outstanding 
gender/equality issues and to explore issues raised in employee 
survey where male/female responses differ greatly 

Human Resources Gender 2008-9 

GES Provide training for employees on anti-bullying and anti-
harassment policy 

Human Resources Gender 2008-9 

GES Review recruitment/selection procedures in line with equalities’ 
legislation 

Human Resources Gender 2008-9 

GES Annually review and publish employee statistics Human Resources/ 
Policy & Performance 

Gender Annually 
(April) 

GES Provide training for employees on gender/equality legislation and 
issues 

Policy & Performance Gender Ongoing 

GES Undertake staff survey, building on the 2007 results to establish 
current issues and trend data 

Policy & Performance Gender 2009-10 

GES Review schedule of functions, services and policies Policy & Performance Gender 2009-10 
(April) 

GES Review Gender Equality Scheme and publish Policy & Performance Gender 2008-9 
(March) 

GES Training for all employees engaged in procurement work Procurement Gender 2008-9 and 
ongoing 

GES Review technical specifications and general terms and conditions 
used in procurement (including sign-posting to relevant information) 

Procurement Gender 2008-9 

GES Ensure all contractors understand the gender equality conditions Procurement Gender 2008-9 

 
Produced by the Policy & Performance Team 

March 2008  
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BRECKLAND COUNCIL’S SERVICE FUNCTIONS AND POLICIES AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO RACE EQUALITY 
 

Cabinet Directorate 

Function Relevance: 
a) eliminating discrimination 
b) promoting equal opportunities 
c) promoting good relations between different 

racial groups 

Legal Services: 
Standards 

Low 
a,b 

Marketing & Communications: 
Consultation 
Press and PR 
Marketing 
Internal & External 
Communication 

High 
a,b,c 

Democratic Services: 
Electoral Services 
Committee Services 
Overview and Scrutiny 

Medium 
a,b,c 

Human Resources: 
Payroll 
Workforce Planning 
Recruitment 
Employee relations 

High 
a,b,c 

Finance: 
Accountancy 
Exchequer 
Capital and Grants 
Internal Control, Risk and 
Corporate Governance 

Meduim 
a,b  

Business Planning:    
Performance 

Medium 
a,b 
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Cabinet Directorate 

Corporate Policy: 
LSP  
Equalities 
Health Improvement 

High 
a,b,c  

Services Directorate 

Function Relevance: 

Economic Development: 
Business Support and Skills 
European Programme 
Tourism 

High  
a,b,c 

Asset Management: 
Building services 
Commercial and Industrial 
Property 
Office Management 

Meduim 
a,b 

Housing: 
Strategy and enabling 
Advice & Homelessness 
Private Sector Housing 

High 
a,b,c 

Street Scene: 
Waste Services 
Parks Woods & Open Spaces 
Street Cleansing 

Medium 
b 

Cultural and Leisure: 
Sports 
Arts  
PFI 

High  
a,b,c 
 

Community Development: 
Community Safety (incl. ASB and 
CCTV) 
Community Transport 
Voluntary Sector & CABx 

High 
a,b,c 
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Transformation Directorate 

Function Relevance: 

Development Services: 
Planning and Enforcement 
Development Control 
Land Charges 

Medium 
a,b 

Environmental Health: 
Food Safety  
Health & Safety 
Emergency Planning  
Environmental Protection 
Licensing 

Medium 
a,b 

Environmental Planning: 
Growth Point 
Planning Policy 
Trees and Countryside 
Historic Buildings 

Low 
b 

Anglia Revenue Partnership: 
Council Tax 
Compliance 
Benefits 
Non Domestic Rates 

Meduim 
a,b 

Customer Services: 
Customer 
Customer Service Centres 
Insurances 
Central Administration 

High  
a,b,c 

ICT: Medium 
a,c 

 
Mechanisms have been put in place to ensure that the relevance of all proposed policies to the general duty are considered as part of the policy making process.  
These mechanisms consider the proposed policy’s impact on race equality in addition to the other equality strands of gender, disability, sexual orientation, 
religious beliefs/beliefs and, age; each will undergo an Equality Impact Assessment to formally analyse its relevance and to prioritise accordingly. 


